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Abstract

Background Artificial intelligence (AI) readers, derived from applying deep learning models to
medical image analysis, hold great promise for improving population breast cancer screening.
However, previous evaluations of AI readers for breast cancer screening have mostly been
conducted using cancer-enriched cohorts and have lacked assessment of the potential use of AI
readers alongside radiologists in multi-reader screening programs. Here, we present a new AI
reader for detecting breast cancer from mammograms in a large-scale population screening
setting, and a novel analysis of the potential for human-AI reader collaboration in a
well-established, high-performing population screening program. We evaluated the performance
of our AI reader and AI-integrated screening scenarios using a two-year, real-world, population
dataset from Victoria, Australia, a screening program in which two radiologists independently
assess each episode and disagreements are arbitrated by a third radiologist.
Methods We used a retrospective full-field digital mammography image and non-image
dataset comprising 808,318 episodes, 577,576 clients and 3,404,326 images in the period 2013 to
2019. Screening episodes from 2016, 2017 and 2018 were sequential population cohorts
containing 752,609 episodes, 565,087 clients and 3,169,322 images. The dataset was split by
screening date into training, development, and testing sets. All episodes from 2017 and 2018
were allocated to the testing set (509,109 episodes; 3,651 screen-detected cancer episodes). Eight
distinct AI models were trained on subsets of the training set (which included a validation set)
and combined into our ensemble AI reader. Operating points were selected using the
development set. We evaluated our AI reader on our testing set and on external datasets
previously unseen by our models.
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Findings The AI reader outperformed the mean individual radiologist on this large
retrospective testing dataset with an area under the receiver operator characteristic curve of 0.92
(95% CI 0.91, 0.92). The AI reader generalised well across screening round, client demographics,
device manufacturer and cancer type, and achieved state-of-the-art performance on external
datasets compared to recently published AI readers. Our simulations of AI-integrated screening
scenarios demonstrated that a reader-replacement human-AI collaborative system could achieve
better sensitivity and specificity (82.6%, 96.1%) compared to the current two-reader consensus
system (79.9%, 96.0%), with reduced human reading workload and cost. Our band-pass
AI-integrated scenario also enabled both higher sensitivity and specificity (80.6%, 96.2%) with
larger reductions in human reading workload and cost.
Interpretation This study demonstrated that human-AI collaboration in a population breast
cancer screening program has potential to improve accuracy and lower radiologist workload and
costs in real world screening programs. The next stage of validation is to undertake prospective
studies that can also assess the effects of the AI systems on human performance and behaviour.

Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer globally and the most common cause of cancer-related
death in women [1]. The BreastScreen Australia program has been operating for 30 years offering
free biennial mammographic screening targeted to women aged 50-74 years (available from age
40) with approximately one million Australian women screened each year [2]. The program has
successfully contributed to a 41-52% reduction in mortality for screening participants and a 21%
reduction in population-level breast cancer mortality in Australia [3]. In 2020, approximately 59
per 10,000 participants were diagnosed with breast cancer and 16 per 10,000 participants were
diagnosed with Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS) [2].

However, there has been little change in the manner of cancer screening in the 30 years since
BreastScreen Australia was established, and there are challenges in accuracy, experience and effi-
ciency. Despite a process of independent double reading of all mammograms by radiologists (and
a third arbitration read when there is discordance), in 2020 approximately 368 per 10,000 partici-
pants were recalled for assessment and later determined not to have breast cancer (false positive).
Also, approximately 9 per 10,000 participants aged 50-74 years (2015-2017) subsequently discov-
ered they had an “interval” breast cancer after receiving an “all clear” result and before their next
scheduled screen. Only 49.9% of eligible women participated in screening in 2019-2020, down
from 54% participation in 2018-2019, due to the COVID 19 pandemic. Additionally, it takes up to
14 days to receive an “all clear” result, and there is little personalisation for individual risk [2].

Using artificial intelligence (AI), based on deep learning (DL) and neural networks, to help read
mammograms has the potential to improve the accuracy, experience, and efficiency of breast can-
cer screening. Recent studies have demonstrated the potential of AI to detect breast cancer on
mammographic images with a similar accuracy to radiologists [4–12]. However, current evidence
is insufficient for clinical translation [13]. Limitations include:

• the use of small, retrospective, often cancer-enriched datasets;
• incomplete ground truths, particularly with respect to interval cancers diagnosed following
an “all clear” screening mammogram and prior to the next screening round;

• lack of generalisability and assessment of performance across different population sub-groups
of client, machine manufacturers, age groups, number of rounds, ethnicity or region of birth,
and cancer type and grade; and

• limited/no validation with screening pathway application, understanding of impact on radiol-
ogist behaviour and prospective studies.
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There are few studies published in breast cancer screening pathway applicationswith large pop-
ulation datasets. Using a UK screening population testing dataset of 25,856 episodes, an AI reader
retrospectively gave an accuracy similar to an individual radiologist but was not able to match the
accuracy of the double-reading consensus model [6]. Using a Danish screening population testing
dataset of 114,421 screening episodes, an AI reader was used to filter high confidence no-cancer
and cancer classifications, with all other episodes proceeding to a double reading consensusmodel.
A retrospective study showed potential for reduced radiologist workload and lower false positives
[14]. Using a testing dataset of 213,694 German population screening episodes, a decision referral
approach applied to the second reader was found to improve sensitivity and specificity relative to
individual radiologists [15].

Our paper builds on these insights and seeks to addressmany of the limitations by using a large
population testing dataset, strong ground truths, examination of generalisability, and complete
screening pathway simulation with a unique digital twin application.

Our dataset derives from the ADMANI datasets [16] from screening services across Victoria
(Australia) and comprises 808,328 screening episodes with 3,404,367 mammographic images. Our
work advances previous studieswith a large, sequential screening population testing set of 509,109
screening episodes and retrospective simulation of population screening outcomes against the ac-
tual two reader (third arbitration read if required) consensus model. We focus on clinically mean-
ingful outcomes such as improvements in interval cancer detection and reductions in unnecessary
recalls, alongside reduced workload. Our dataset has exceptionally accurate ground truth labels,
as all cancer episodes (screen-detected and interval) are histopathologically confirmed from biop-
sies and all no-cancer episodes are confirmed by observation of a two-year interval without cancer
following an all-clear, benign, or no significant abnormality screening result. All episodes from
clients who developed an interval cancer are included. The datasets comprise the screening popu-
lation of women aged 40 years and above (target recruitment is age 50-74), withmultiple screening
sites and mammographic machine vendors. A digital twin screening application enabled simula-
tion of different AI uses in the screening pathway. Results from two screening pathway scenarios
are presented:

• The band-pass scenariowhere the AI reader is used to filter high-confidence episodes without
human involvement. Those episodes for which the AI reader has a high confidence indication
of cancer are immediately recalled for further assessment and those with high confidence
indication of no cancer are given an “all clear” and invited for routine re-screening in two years’
time. Only those ambiguous episodes for which the AI reader does not have high confidence
in a cancer or no cancer decision are managed by the current two-reader consensus model.

• The reader replacement scenariowhere one of the first two readers is replaced by an AI reader
in the current consensus model.

The reader replacement scenario has the advantage that a radiologist remains in charge for
all episodes, so that the mammogram analysis is not fully automated. The band-pass scenario
requires care with threshold settings to enable high confidence in both cancer and no cancer filters.

We investigate classification accuracy of benign and no significant abnormality findings, as
these cases are integral parts of real-world screening. We examine differences between radiol-
ogist and AI readers acknowledging that even when the AI reader performs at the same accuracy
level as a radiologist, its predictions sometimes differ. This feature has potentially impactful clinical
implications because in an independent double read (with third read if discordant) system, these
types of disagreement lead to arbitration, whichmay increase the overall arbitration workload. We
present analyses across the population and various sub-groups, includingmachinemanufacturers,
age groups, number of screening rounds, ethnicity or region of birth, and cancer type and grade.
We evaluate performance using sensitivity, specificity, present workload, and economic analyses.
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Box 1. Research in context

Evidence before this studyWe searched PubMed for English-language studies of deep learning-based breast cancer detection withmammography published from Jan 1, 2012 to July 31, 2022. We used the terms "deep learning", "breastcancer screening", and "mammography" to identify papers that triage screening mammograms betweennormal and suspicious, or that improved the screening efficacy by replacing one ormore of the radiologistpositions (readers) by artificial intelligence (AI) models in AI-in-the-loop approaches. We found studiesusing AI algorithms for the classification of breast cancermammograms, completely replacing the humandiagnosis. One study focused on the decrease of false positives and false negatives obtained by the AIsystem when compared to human readers, while maintaining a non-inferior performance when usedas part of a double-reading process. The comparison of AI models against individual readers helps tocontextualize the performance of the AI systems in the clinical setting, to define useful metrics, and tovalidate using external datasets, but results cannot be translated directly to the clinic due to the regularuse in breast cancer screening programs of decision pathways that use two or more readers. Thesedecision pathways present, in general, a better performance than achieved by individual readers, andalthough replacing one of the readers by an AI model can reduce the total workload, in-depth analysesof the whole-system performance have not been presented. Major limitations of prior studies includethe use of small, retrospective, often cancer-enriched datasets, incomplete ground truths, exclusion ofinterval cancers, lack of generalisability and performance assessment across differing population cohorts,and minimal or no validation with screening pathway applications.
Added value of this studyWe trained and validated eight deep learning algorithms and then combined them to create an ensem-ble AI reader to diagnose breast cancer on mammograms from 808,320 episodes and 577,581 clientsfrom multiple screening locations, including multiple mammography machine vendors. To the best ofour knowledge, our study utilizes the largest dataset with the most comprehensive demographic dataof clients screened for breast cancer for the development of deep learning models. This study presentsa pathway towards the inclusion of a high-performance AI-based reader in AI-integrated screening sce-narios in which human and AI readers collaborate to improve screening outcomes. Specifically, we usedetailed simulations to assess the performance of AI-integrated scenarios in which an AI model triagescases for human readers (“band-pass” AI-integrated screening scenario) or the AI model replaces oneof the initial human readers in a two-reader with third reader arbitration consensus system (“reader re-placement” AI-integrated screening scenario). We proposed and studied different optimization points forthese AI-integrated pathways to combine the strengths of both the human and the AI readers. We usedour operational experience in breast cancer screening in Victoria along with the detailed non-image datain our dataset to conduct in-depth economic and cohort-driven analyses of the effects caused by differentscreening scenarios and AI optimization goals. We show that adding an AI reader into the already existingdecision pathways, not necessarily operating where expected, can lead to improved results, and also thatour stand-alone AI reader represents a new state of the art when compared against radiologist-madedecisions on external validation datasets.
Implications of all the available evidenceBoth the band-pass and reader replacement AI-integrated pathways achieve better sensitivity and speci-ficity than the original screening pathway, while significantly reducing theworkloadof human readers, andin turn the associated costs of screening. The band-pass system performs strongly and provides greatercost savings than the reader replacement pathway, but it allows the AI model to make recall/no-recalldecisions on episodes never seen by a human reader. This removal of human intervention potentiallyincreases the operational risk of implementing the model and may hinder acceptance by consumers andclinicians, affecting its adoption in the clinic. In contrast, the reader replacement AI-integrated scenarioachieves superior performance and reduced costs while retaining human involvement in the decision forevery episode. This model for human-AI collaboration in screening may aid the acceptance and adoptionof AI-integrated screening pathways. In summary, this study provides evidence for the application of AIalgorithms in AI-in-the-loop breast cancer screening pathways, leading to improvements in breast can-cer detection, reduction in unnecessary recall to assessment, and significant reduction to human readerworkload and screening costs.
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Materials and Methods
Screening program
The BreastScreen Victoria screening program is a population screening program open to women
aged 40+ with those between the ages 50-74 actively recruited. A typical BreastScreen Victoria
client has a mammogram taken with a minimum of four standard mammographic views (left and
right mediolateral oblique, MLO, and craniocaudal, CC) every two years. Annual screening is of-
fered to a small proportion of high-risk clients (<2%).

Every client undergoing screening through BreastScreen Victoria experiences a standardised
screening pathway and data generation process (Supplementary Figure 1). Each mammogram is
read independently by two breast imaging radiologists who indicate suspicion of cancer, all clear or
technical rescreen. If there is disagreement a third reader, with visibility of the original two readers’
decisions, determines the final reading outcome. Clients with a suspicion of cancer are recalled for
assessment. At assessment, further clinical workup and imaging is performed. Any client who has
a biopsy-confirmed cancer at assessment, within six months of screening, is classified as a screen-
detected cancer (true positive). Any clients who are recalled but confirmed with no cancer after
follow-up assessments are classified as either benign or no significant abnormality (false positive).
Clients who were not recalled at reading and do not develop breast cancer within the next screen-
ing interval are classified as normal (true negative). Clients who develop breast cancer between six
months and the date of their next screen (12 or 24 months) are classified as interval cancers (false
negative). The datasets we use are structured around an individual screening episode of a client
attending BreastScreen Victoria. A screening episode is defined as a single screening round that
includes mammography, reading, assessment and the subsequent screening interval.
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Screening episodes col-
lected from BreastScreen
Victoria from 2013 to 2019

(n=1,086,355)
Episodes excluded for: earlier
screening attempt, failed out-
come determination, failed out-
come reduction, missing reader
records or inconsistent recall
status.
(n=6,447)

Episodes excluded for: im-
age duplicated across client or
study, unable to decode image,
no laterality information, incon-
sistent screening date, episode
contains less than 4 images or
episode does not contain stan-
dard views.
(n=3,190)

Episodes excluded for: missing
image or non-image data.
(n=30,058)

Episodes excluded for: no in-
terval cancer follow-up.
(n=240,028)

Screening episodes
used in study
(n=808,318)

Training
(n=239,026)

Development
(n=60,183)

Test
(n=509,109)

Figure 1. Screening episode exclusion criteria. Flow diagram of study exclusion criteria for screeningepisodes from the standardised screening pathway at BreastScreen Victoria.

Study Datasets
A large, population breast cancer screening dataset was curated from clients across 46 permanent
screening clinics and two mobile services across the state of Victoria, Australia from 2013 to 2019
(Table 1). Screening episodes that were missing any of the standard mammographic views, had
incomplete image or non-image data, or did not have interval cancer follow-up were excluded
(Figure 1). If a screening episode had multiple screening attempts only the final attempt was used.
Clients with breast implants or other medical devices were included.

The final dataset contained a total of 808,318 episodes and 3,404,326 images from 577,576
clients. Screening episodes from 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2019 were cancer enriched and contained
54,395 clients, 55,709 episodes, and 235,004 images. Screening episodes from 2016, 2017 and
2018were sequential population cohorts containing 565,087 clients, 752,609 episodes, and 3,169,322
images. This three year population cohort contained 98.35% of the published total episodes and
98.49% of the screen-detected cancer episodes.
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The dataset was split by screening date into training, development, and testing sets (Table 2).
Model training and validation setswere drawn from the training set. The development setwas used
to setmodel operating points (e.g., classification threshold). Reported performance was calculated
on the testing set. All screening episodes from 2013, 2014, 2015, 2019 and January to September
of 2016 were allocated to the training set. The 2019 data consisted only of screen detected cancers.
All screening episodes from October to December 2016 were allocated to the development set. All
episodes from 2017 and 2018 were allocated to the testing set, which established the sequential
population testing set.

Our dataset had strong ground truths for all cancer (screen detected and interval) and non-
cancer (normal, benign, or no significant abnormality (NSA) with no interval cancer). Cancer was
confirmed on histopathology or when recorded in the screening interval. The histopathological
proof was predominantly from an assessment biopsy confirmed with subsequent surgery. The
ground truth for clients without cancer was a no-cancer outcome after reading and no interval
cancer (normal) or after assessment andno interval cancer (benign orNSA). Information on country
of birth, whether or not the client identifies as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander, and age was
collected at the time of screening. Responses for country of birth and Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander were aggregated into categories of First Nations Australians and regions.

Outcome No. of episodes
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 20191 All

Screen-detected cancer 6 1,655 1,730 1,747 1,795 1,856 1,458 10,247
Interval cancer 397 442 440 526 495 496 0 2,796
Normal 62 22,534 12,660 231,610 241,465 243,101 0 751,432
Benign 4,378 2,131 784 4,965 5,258 5,092 0 22,608
No significant abnormality 4,596 1,816 620 4,652 4,926 4,625 0 21,235
All 9,439 28,578 16,234 243,500 253,939 255,170 1,458 808,318

Table 1. Number of episodes in entire dataset, split by year.1 awaiting interval cancer data extract

Outcome No. of episodes
Training Development Test All

Screen-detected cancer 6,165 431 3,651 10,247
Interval cancer 1,668 137 991 2,796
Normal 209,477 57,389 484,566 751,432
Benign 11,165 1,093 10,350 22,608
No significant abnormality 10,551 1,133 9,551 21,235
All 239,026 60,183 509,109 808,318

Table 2. Number of episodes in training, testing and development splits.

AI Reader System
An initial investigation was performed over a large number of AI readers based on Convolutional
Neural Network models (CNNs). They were trained and tested on a small subset (∼4,000 cancer
and∼4,000 non-cancer images) of the dataset; the subset was used only on this stage to provide an
initial filter of possible AImodels found in the literature. Themodelswere shortlisted basedon their
documented performance on the ImageNet dataset [17], with the requirement that theywere open
source and had pretrained weights and model variants available and implemented in the PyTorch
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Image Models (timm) library [18]. The CNN families studied include: ResNet [19], DenseNet [20],
ECA-Net [21], EfficientNet [22], Inception [23], and Xception [24].

The performance of the models on the chosen subset allowed for a selection of the four best
models for our application, while initially limiting the complexity of the system by only allowing the
use of single input models, that is, models with which only one image is analyzed and scored at a
time. More complex models were developed, specifically tailored to be used with our dataset, that
are able to use multiple mammographic views of the breast to generate a cancer prediction score,
or are able to be used in conjunction with single input models to provide interpretable results.

The final AI reader system comprises an ensemble of eight individual CNN models, four off-
the-shelf CNN models and four model architectures developed specifically for this problem. More
specifically, the ensemble combines four standard single image input models (versions of ResNet
and ECA-Net), two multi-view models that use two mammographic views of the same breast con-
currently [25], and two single-image interpretable models that provide improved prediction locali-
sation and interpretability [26].

ResNets, or Residual Networks, allow information that comes directly from previous layers to
be added on subsequent layers, ensuring that knowledge of the original image is not lost on deeper
layers. ResNets allow for the training of deeper networks that are easier to optimise and present
improved performance [11, 27, 28]. ECA-Nets or Efficient Channel Attention networks use archi-
tectural units (ECA modules) capable of capturing interaction between channels, improving perfor-
mance and task generalization. The network used in this work is ECA-ResNet, a ResNet variant that
uses the ECA module, improving its baseline performance without increasing the computational
burden [29, 30]. The multi-view network, BRAIxMVCCL, uses two image-views of a single breast as
inputs: a bilateral craniocaudal (CC) view, and a mediolateral oblique (MLO) view. The use of multi-
ple views allows the network to learn both whole-image representations and the correspondence
in local regions between the views, merging the information and improving the decision-making
process before producing a prediction [27, 31]. For the interpretable model, the BRAIxProtoP-
Net++ framework was used, which allows for the integration of an interpretable model (in this
case prototype-based [32, 33]) into a breast cancer classifier network that uses mammograms as
inputs. This approach generates patches for each class from the training images (prototypes), with
patches similar to the characteristics of the test image being loaded along a similarity map present-
ing evidence for the prediction chosen.

Each model from the ensemble was implemented in PyTorch [34] and trained on data splits
from the training set. The four standard single image inputmodels from the ensemblewere trained
using the Adam optimiser [35] with an initial learning rate of 0.005, without weight decay, and with
the AMSGrad variant enabled [36]. During training, the learning rate was reduced by a factor of
0.1 based on the binary cross-entropy loss (BCE) during validation if the loss did not improve for
three sequential epochs, and the training was stopped if the validation loss did not improve for five
sequential epochs. Similarly, the BRAIxMVCCL model and the BRAIxProtoPNet++ framework were
trained for 20 epochs using the Adam optimiser, but with learning rate of 0.0001, weight decay of
10−6, and with the same learning rate reduction functionality.

The training set was selected to have a 10:1 ratio for non-cancers (benign, no significant abnor-
mality and normal) and screen-detected cancers, respectively, as we found this ratio to represent
an efficient training regime. To enforce the chosen ratio, not all the available non-cancer images
in the dataset are used during training of the models. This training choice has a direct impact on
the performance of the model, improving its specificity, a measure of how well the model is able
to identify true negatives (non-cancer episodes). Images were pre-processed to remove text and
background annotations outside the breast region, then cropped and padded to keep the same
ratio as the final resized image: 1536×768 pixels. Data augmentation consisted of random affine
transformations [37].

Individual model predictions are obtained for each episode by taking the maximum prediction
from each breast on the episode, with each breast calculated as the average of the predictions on
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the individual views (CC, MLO). The model predictions of the eight deep learning models are aver-
aged together to produce an output ranging from 0 to 1, with larger numbers indicating increased
probabilities of cancer present on the episode.
Simulation design, operating points and evaluation metrics
To provide insights into the AI reader and its potential in clinical application, we performed retro-
spective simulation studies, where we evaluated the AI reader performance as a standalone reader
and in two AI-integrated screening scenarios.
AI as a standalone reader
In the standalone reader case the AI reader was evaluated against the radiologist performance
and the consensus reader system. The AI reader episode predictions were compared with the real
episode outcomes and the original reader decisions. The overall performance was summarised
using the area under the curve (AUC) score obtained from the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve as well as at binary decision operating points where sensitivity and specificity can be
calculated.
AI-integrated screening scenarios
Two AI-in-the-loop scenarios were considered to evaluate the AI reader while integrated within
the current screening pathway. In the current screening pathway the first two readers individually
make a decision on whether or not to recall the client for further assessment. If the two readers
agree that is the final reading outcome. If they disagree a third reader, who has access to the first
two readers’ decisions and annotations, arbitrates the decision.

In the first AI-integrated scenario (“reader-replacement”), the AI reader randomly replaced one
of the first two readers in the screening pathway and provided the same binary recall or no recall
outcome as the readers. The readers were replaced with equal probability using a (pseudo) ran-
dom number generator from the statistical software R. For each episode the AI reader outcome
was combined with an original reader outcome. If a third read was required and the original third
read was available then the original third read was used. In the event the AI reader triggered a
third read which did not exist in the original dataset, the third reader was simulated. The third
reader was simulated such that the simulated third-reading performance matched the retrospec-
tive third-reading performance from the dataset. In the reader-replacement scenario, all episodes
were inspected by at least one human reader.

In the second AI-integrated scenario (“band-pass”), the AI reader was used analogously to a
band-pass filter. The AI reader provided a ternary outcome based on two thresholds: recall, pass
and no-recall. All episodes above the recall threshold were recalled. All episodes below the no-
recall threshold were not recalled. All the episodes between the two thresholds were passed to
the usual screening pathway. The AI reader made the final decision on the recall and no-recall
episodes with no human reader involvement and for all episodes that passed to the human screen-
ing pathway the original reader decisions were used.
AI operating points
Three operating points were used as part of the study: the AI improved mean reader, AI improved
system reader and the AI band-pass reader. All operating points were set on the development set
(see Supplementary Figure 2 for the operating points on the test sets).

The AI improved mean reader used a single threshold to convert the prediction scores into
binary outcomes. The operating point was designed to improve on the actual mean reader sensi-
tivity and specificity while controlling for manufacturer differences. The threshold was chosen by
sampling points on the development set ROC curve set with sensitivity and specificity greater than
the mean individual reader. For each sampled point, a threshold for each manufacturer was set to
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match the target specificity and recalculate the overall performance using the individual manufac-
turer thresholds. The final AI improved mean reader operating point was the point that achieved
the maximum Youden’s index [38] of all sampled points.

The AI improved system reader used a single threshold to convert the prediction scores into a bi-
nary outcome. The operating point was designed to improve on the consensus system (as opposed
to the individual reader) sensitivity and specificity while controlling for manufacturer differences.
The AI improved system reader operating point was an output of the simulation study. The thresh-
old was chosen by performing a grid search across the development set ROC curve, adjusting for
each manufacturer, within the AI-integrated scenario. The final AI improved system reader oper-
ating point was the point that achieved the maximum Youden’s index of the AI-integrated reader
replacement consensus performance where both the system-wide sensitivity and specificity of the
AI-integrated scenarios were non-inferior to the consensus performance of the current screening
pathway.

The AI band-pass reader used two thresholds to convert the prediction scores into a ternary
outcome. The operating point was again designed to improve on the consensus system sensitivity
and specificity while controlling for manufacturer differences. The AI band-pass reader was an
output of the band-pass AI-integrated scenario. The two thresholds were set by performing a
grid search across the development set ROC curve, setting both thresholds and evaluating the
system performance. The final AI band-pass operating point was the point with the maximum
Youden’s index of the AI-integrated band-pass consensus performance where both the system-
wide sensitivity and specificity of the AI-integrated scenarios were non-inferior to the consensus
performance of the current screening pathway.
Evaluation metrics
The AUC, based on the ROC curve, is used to summarise the AI reader’s standalone performance.
The ROC curve is a curve that measures a classifier’s ability to distinguish between two classes
in a binary classification problem. It is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR or sensi-
tivity) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings (FPR can be calculated as
1 − specificity). The area under the ROC curve, denoted by AUROC or AUC, summarizes the ROC
curve into a single value between 0 and 1 that describes the performance of a model for multiple
thresholds at the same time. Higher values indicate better performance, with a score of exactly 1
only obtained for a perfect classifier.

Sensitivity and specificity are used to compare the AI reader with the radiologists and the AI-
integrated screening scenarios with the current screening pathway. Sensitivity, or the true positive
rate (TPR), is computed by dividing the number of correctly identified cancers (the “true positives”)
by the total number of the observed cancers (“all positives”, i.e., including both screen-detected
cancers and interval cancers). It measures the success rate of the classifier in detecting the cancer.
This is a key performance metric because early detection of cancer leads to more effective treat-
ment. Specificity, or the true negative rate (TNR), is computed by dividing the number of correctly
identified non-cancer episodes (“true negatives”) by the total number of the observed non-cancer
episodes (“all negatives”). It measures the success rate of the classifier in correctly not recalling a
client when cancer is absent in the client. This is a key performance metric because unnecessarily
recalling clients to assessment center is costly and induces significant stress on clients and their
families.
Results
AI reader performance
AI reader predictive scores align with outcomes
We first characterised the distributions of predictive scores for the AI reader by episode outcome
(Figure 2) by converting raw prediction scores to binned scores based on deciles (Supplementary
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Figure 3). Comparing the deciles of the prediction scores—with 1 representing the 0th–10th per-
centile and 10 representing the 90th–100th percentile—relative to the proportion of episodes for
each of the label classes provided a high-level summary of the predictive signal in the model out-
puts. In the case of screen-detected cancer (Figure 2E), we observed that the top 10% prediction
scores contained about 90% of the screen-detected cancers. The same top 10% scores contained
about 40% of the interval cancers and benign episodes (Figure 2C, D), 20% of the NSA episodes (Fig-
ure 2B), and less than 10% of the normal episodes (Figure 2A). The mean binned prediction scores
of the outcomes were 5.39 for normal episodes, 6.76 for NSA episodes, 7.85 for benign episodes,
7.80 for interval cancer and 9.75 for screen-detected cancers. In general, screen-detected cancers
had higher prediction scores than all the other outcomes. Interval cancers were harder to detect
compared with screen-detected cancers, and both benign and NSA were harder to identify com-
pared with normal, given their higher average prediction scores and greater overlap in scores with
cancer episodes.

Figure 2. Distribution of episode outcomes by decile scores. Each of the five figures plots the decile scoresagainst the proportion of cases in the respective outcome. The total number of episodes in each of theclasses were 484,566 for normal, 9,551 for NSA, 10,350 for benign, 3,651 for screen-detected cancer, and 991for interval cancer.
The distribution of the normal category was mostly uniform across the deciles, while the dis-

tribution of the screen-detected cancers was highly skewed, and the rest were in between. This
result indicates there was a strong signal for the screen detected cancers and a weak signal for
interval cancers. Considering the normal (Figure 2A) and the screen-detected cancer (Figure 2E),
if the operating point threshold were set at bin 10, then the AI reader would recall 3,241 cancers
correctly and 40,000 normal episodes unnecessarily. The cancer-to-normal trade-off would be 1
correctly identified cancer to 12 unnecessary recalls of normal. Moving the threshold down to bin
9 would recall an additional 168 cancers and 50,000 normal. The trade-off ratio of 1:298, about 25
times worse than bin 10. Similarly, bin 1 contained about 50,000 normals but 2 cancers only. The
cancer-normal ratio was 1:25,000, about 2,000 times worse than bin 10. The final decile was used
as a point of comparison since this decile was where the operating point would be if the sensitivity
and specificity of the AI reader were tuned to match those of the average radiologist.
AI reader outperforms the mean individual reader
Overall, the AI reader performance was superior to the mean individual first and second reader
performance, but lower than the consensus human performance after the third reader arbitration
(Figure 3A). The AI readerwas evaluated on all episodes from the retrospective test cohort using the
grouped ground truth labels. The interval and screen-detected cancers are grouped into the cancer
class, and normal, benign, and NSA are grouped into the no-cancer class. The AI reader achieved
an area under the receiver operator characteristic of 0.92 (95% CI 0.91, 0.92) and outperformed
themean individual reader (67.6%, 95.7%). At the mean reader’s sensitivity, the AI reader achieved
an improved specificity of 96.9% (1.2% better), and at the mean reader’s specificity, the AI reader
achieved an improved sensitivity of 71.0% (3.4% better).

The AI reader had excellent performance distinguishing screen-detected cancers from non-
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Figure 3. AI reader receiver operating characteristic curves. (A) AI reader performance compared withcurrent system assessed on the testing set. The mean reader (black circle) is the mean sensitivity andspecificity of all the first and second readers each weighted by their respective total number of reads. Theconsensus radiologist performance (red square) is the overall system performance after any third readerarbitration. (B) AI reader performance on each ground truth label assessed on the testing set.

cancers and screen-detected cancers from normal (Figure 3B, both AUC 0.96; 95%CI 0.96, 0.97). On
the interval cancer class, cancer cases that were not detected at screening, the AI reader achieved
an AUC of 0.74 (95%CI 0.72, 0.76). On the false positive classes, NSA and benign, the AI reader
performed well detecting screen-detected cancer versus NSA (AUC 0.94; 95% CI 0.93, 0.94) and be-
nign (AUC 0.88; 95%CI 0.88, 0.89). The lower performance on the benign class was consistent with
expectations they are generally more difficult to classify.
AI reader generalises across screening round, client demographics, manufacturer and
cancer type
Using the AI improved mean reader threshold setting, we compared AI reader performance with
individual and consensus reader performance on cohorts split by screening round, age, device
manufacturer, self-reported ethnicity or region of birth and different groupings of cancer invasive
status and grade (Figure 4). The AI improved mean reader operating point was used for all com-
parisons. We found the AI reader performed with better specificity than individual readers and
the consensus system in the first round cohort (Figure 4A). The first round screening clients were
younger and proportionally more cancers were detected (Supplementary Figure 4 and 5).

We observed that the AI reader had a general decline in specificity with client age and a con-
sistent or slightly increasing sensitivity across different age groupings (Figure 4B). The radiologists’
performance improved with client age. Age groupings were selected to keep the proportions ap-
proximately similar; the 40-52 age group contains 69.23% of all first round episodes (45,812).

We adjusted the operating thresholds for distinctmanufacturer variations and found that the AI
reader provided consistent performance across differentmammographymachines and associated
processing algorithms (Figure 4C). The AI reader performance was inline with the mean individual
reader variability across manufacturers and improved upon in some cases (manufacturer E).

We found no indication of under-performance of the AI reader in any minority groupings of
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ethnicity or country of birth (Figure 4D) absolutely or relative to the readers. Sensitivity was con-
sistent across all groupings and specificity was non-inferior or superior to the dominant grouping
(Australia and Pacific Islands).

The AI reader performed best on high grade invasive cancers relative to the mean and consen-
sus readers, with low and medium grade in-situ the most challenging (Figure 4E and F).
AI reader achieves state-of-the-art performance on external validation datasets
We tested the AI reader on three external datasets that were not used in training: the Cohort of
Screen-age Women - Case control (CSAW-CC) [39], the Chinese Mammography Dataset (CMMD)
[40], and the BreastScreen Reader Assessment Strategy Australia (BREAST Australia) [41]. CSAW-
CC is a subset of a large screening population dataset from Sweden containing 23,903 normal, 524
screen-detected cancer and 267 interval cancer episodes. We report breast and episode level re-
sults for the entire dataset and also for normal versus screen-detected only. CMMD is a publicly
available dataset containing 465 benign and 1,310 malignant mammograms. As not all clients in
the CMMD dataset have four mammogram images we report breast level results only. BREAST is
a collection of curated test sets designed to allow radiologists to assess their performance, con-
taining 361 normal and 179 screen-detected cancer episodes. We present the breast and episode
results excluding any prior episodes. These datasets contain mammography vendors not used in
the training of our models and no fine-tuning of the AI reader was done on these datasets. They
were used purely as external test sets for the AI reader.

The AI reader performed very strongly on the three external datasets, with AUC results ranging
from 0.877 to 0.989 and excellent balancing of precision and recall (Table 3). The BRAIx AI reader
AUC result of 0.989 (95% CI 0.983, 0.993) on the CSAW-CC screen-detected cancer only dataset and
AUC of 0.877 (95% CI 0.863, 0.890) on CMMD improve significantly on previously reported results
[42]. The strong results show the relative strength of our model as well as the quality and relative
difficulty of our dataset.

Dataset Episodes AUC Ours GMIC

CSAW-CC1
Normal 22868 Breast ROC 0.989 (0.983, 0.993) 0.943 (0.931, 0.954)
Benign 0 PR 0.795 (0.757, 0.830) 0.495 (0.447, 0.543)
Screen-detected cancer 524 Episode ROC 0.986 (0.981, 0.991) -
Interval cancer 0 PR 0.825 (0.796, 0.853) -

CSAW-CC
Normal 23903 Breast ROC 0.926 (0.914, 0.937) -
Benign 0 PR 0.591 (0.555, 0.626) -
Screen-detected cancer 524 Episode ROC 0.919 (0.907, 0.930) -
Interval cancer 267 PR 0.628 (0.594, 0.661) -

CMMD
Normal 0 Breast ROC 0.877 (0.863, 0.890) 0.831 (0.815, 0.846)
Benign 465 PR 0.900 (0.888, 0.912) 0.859 (0.842, 0.875)
Screen-detected cancer 1310 Episode ROC - -
Interval cancer 0 PR - -

BREAST
Normal 361 Breast ROC 0.968 (0.956, 0.978) -
Benign 0 PR 0.891 (0.850, 0.925) -
Screen-detected cancer 179 Episode ROC 0.957 (0.939, 0.972) -
Interval cancer 0 PR 0.931 (0.901, 0.956) -

Table 3. Results of testing the AI reader on external datasets, 95% confidence interval calculated using 2,000 bootstrap replicates.1 screen-detected cancers only
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Figure 4. AI reader performance compared to radiologist performance on different episode groupings.The sensitivity and specificity with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals of the AI reader at the AI improvedmean reader operating points, the mean individual reader and the consensus reader are reported for 2,000replicates of each grouping. The top three countries for each regional grouping were—Europe: England (23%),Italy (14%), Greece (10%); Asia: Vietnam (18%), China (16%), Philippines (9%); Americas: USA (30%), Chile (19%),Canada (14%); Africa: South Africa (35%), Egypt (20%), Mauritius (18%); and Australia & Pacific Islands:Australia (97%), New Zealand (2%), Fiji (< 1%).
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Comparing the AI reader with individual radiologists
Individual radiologist comparisons demonstrate the AI reader’s strength and consistency. We eval-
uated how the AI reader ranks among the human reader cohort by comparing the performance of
the AI reader with each radiologist on their individual subset of reads (Figure 5). The comparison
was limited to radiologists who had read more than 2,500 screening episodes as a first or second
reader to ensure all readers had read a cancer episode. The comparison included 509,101 unique
episodes and each episode was read by at least two readers. There were 109 readers in total and
a subset of 83 had more than 2,500 reads. The operating point used was the AI improved mean
reader.

In the 83 reader subset the median number of reads was 8,474 (IQR 5,144 - 14,414), the maxi-
mum number of reads by an individual was 68,225 and theminimumwas 2,645. The AI reader had
a higher sensitivity and specificity than 22 readers (234,187 reads by radiologists, 23.4%) and lower
sensitivity and specificity than four readers (78,805 radiologist reads, 7.9%). For the remaining 57
readers (688,035 radiologist reads, 68.7%) we observed a trade-off between sensitivity and speci-
ficity, with the AI reader generally trading specificity for sensitivity due to the choice of operating
point. The AI reader was more specific but less sensitive than 21 of the readers andmore sensitive
but less specific than 36 readers.

Overall, the AI reader had higher sensitivity with less variance than the radiologists, with amean
sensitivity of 71.23% (SD 6.22%) and mean specificity of 95.75% (SD 0.59%) compared with the ra-
diologists who had a mean sensitivity of 65.94% (SD 10.94%) and specificity of 95.73% (SD 1.42%).
With strong performance of the AI model in comparison to individual radiologists we can produc-
tively explore plausible screening models in which the AI model works together with human read-
ers to improve the overall performance of the screening system.
AI-integrated screening scenarios
We conducted detailed simulation studies of the “reader-replacement” and the “band-pass” AI-
integrated screening scenarios. We analysed the flow of the mammograms through the different
AI-integrated screening scenarios (Figure 6 and Figure 7) and the cost implications when compared
with the existing screening pathway (Table 4; see also Supplementary Table 1, 2 and 3 for the de-
tailed breakdown). These AI-integrated scenarios were also compared with the existing screening
pathway using sensitivity and specificity (Figure 8).

The AI reader-replacement (improvedmean) scenario produced a trade-off between sensitivity
and specificity when compared with the existing screening pathway. The consensus performance
after integrationwith the AI improvedmean reader had a lower sensitivity (77.4%, -2.5%) but higher
specificity (97.1%, +1.1%) when comparedwith the existing consensus performance (79.9%, 96.0%).
The AI reader-replacement (improved mean) scenario had 5,535 fewer unnecessary recalls with a
cost reduction of 29.4% (A$12.3 million) but missed 114 more cancers (Figure 7A). The reduction
in reading and assessment costs was the result of 509,109 fewer first or second reads, 3,749 more
third reads, and 5,649 fewer recalls to assessment.

The AI reader-replacement (improved system) scenario achieved improved sensitivity and speci-
ficity when compared with the existing screening pathway. The consensus performance after inte-
grating with the AI improved system reader had a higher sensitivity (82.6%, +2.7%) and specificity
(96.1%, +0.1%) than the existing consensus performance (Figure 7B). The AI reader-replacement
(improved system) had 445 fewer unnecessary recalls, 126 fewer missed cancers and an 8.7% cost
reduction (A$3.67million). The scenario had 509,109 fewer first and second reads and 86,771more
third reads for an overall reduction of 422,338 human reads. The increased third reads was a re-
sult of increased disagreement between the AI and human readers at the first and second position.
The reduction in human reads alongside 319 fewer recalls to assessment led to the A$3.67 million
in cost savings.

The AI band-pass screening also achieved improved system sensitivity and specificity (80.6%,
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Figure 5. Individual pairwise comparison of 83 radiologists and the AI reader system. The AI reader andeach radiologist (83 radiologists who read a minimum of 2,500 episodes) were compared on the sameepisodes. For 22 of 83 readers (23.4% of radiologist reads), the AI reader was strictly better (better sensitivityand specificity) and for 4 of 83 (7.9% of radiologist reads) the AI reader was strictly worse (lower sensitivityand specificity). For the remaining 57 of 83 readers (68.7% of radiologist reads) the AI reader had eitherhigher sensitivity or higher specificity. There were 509,101 unique episodes and each episode was read morethan once by the radiologists as a result of the two individual readers in the system. The AI reader operatingpoint was the AI improved mean reader.
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96.2%) when comparedwith the existing screening pathway. The AI band-pass screening had 1,135
fewer unnecessary recalls, a 19.6% cost reduction (A$8.3 million), and detected 34 more cancers
(Figure 6B). As the AI band-pass reader operates before the first two human readers, when the AI
reader decides on an episode directly two human reads are saved instead of one. In the AI band-
pass screening scenario there was an overall reduction of 687,105 (65.3%) human reads with the
number of third reads reduced by half (16,393, 49.1%).

Mammograms

Reader 1 Reader 2

Reader 3

Recall No Recall

509109

33314 4676588137

1769015624

(A) The current screening pathway

Mammograms

AI Reader

Reader 1 Reader 2

Reader 3

Recall No Recall

509109

173738

16951 1531213666

86208331

32470810663

(B) Band-pass scenario

Figure 6. The current screening pathway and the band-pass AI-integrated screening scenario. (A) Thecurrent screening pathway: Readers 1 and 2 see the same episode and opt to recall or not-recall, if theydisagree Reader 3 arbitrates. The sensitivity and specificity of the system is 79.9% and 96.0% respectively. (B)The band-pass AI-integrated screening scenario: An AI reader is set up to screen out the mammogramsbefore Readers 1 and 2. Mammograms with high scores trigger the recall decision directly, andmammograms with low scores trigger the no-recall decision directly. The mid-score mammograms continueto the usual screening pathway. The sensitivity and specificity of the system are 80.6% and 96.2%. Thenumbers are in episodes. The band-pass scenario has higher sensitivity and specificity than the currentscreening pathway, with 687,105 savings of human readings.
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(A) Reader replacement scenario
AI improved mean reader

Mammograms
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Recall No Recall
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(B) Reader replacement scenario
AI improved system reader

Figure 7. The reader replacement AI-integrated screening scenarios. (A) (A) Reader replacementAI-integrated screening scenario with the AI improved mean reader. (B) Reader replacement AI-integratedscreening scenario with the AI improved system reader. The numbers are in episodes. The AI reader replacesone of the first two readers (randomly). Both readers see the same episode and opt to recall or not-recall, ifthey disagree Reader 3 arbitrates. The sensitivity and specificity of the system is 77.4% and 97.1% for the AIimproved mean reader and 82.6% and 96.1% for the AI improved system reader respectively. The AIimproved mean reader has lower sensitivity and higher specificity than the current screening pathway, with509,109 savings of human readings at the beginning and 3,749 extra human readings at the Reader 3position. The AI improved system reader has both higher sensitivity and specificity than the current screeningpathway, also with 509,109 savings of human readings upfront but with 86,771 extra human readings at theReader 3 position.
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Variable Current screening
pathway

AI reader replacement
(improved mean)

AI reader replacement
(improved system) AI band-pass screening

Sensitivity (%) 79.9% 77.4% (76.9%, 77.9%) 82.6% (82.0%, 83.1%) 80.6%
Specificity (%) 96.0% 97.1% (97.1%, 97.1%) 96.1% (96.1%, 96.1%) 96.2%
No. of episodes 509109 509109 509109 509109

True positive 3707 3593 (-3.1%) 3833 (+3.4%) 3741 (+0.9%)
True negative 484413 489948 (+1.1%) 484858 (+0.1%) 485548 (+0.2%)
False positive 20054 14519 (-27.6%) 19609 (-2.2%) 18919 (-5.7%)
False negative 935 1049 (+12.2%) 809 (-13.5%) 901 (-3.6%)

Workload
Assessments 23761 18112 (-23.8%) 23442 (-1.3%) 22660 (-4.6%)
Human readings 1051532 546172 (-48.1%) 629194 (-40.2%) 364427 (-65.3%)
*Third reads 33314 37063 (+11.3%) 120085 (+260.5%) 16951 (-49.1%)

Reading and assessment cost $42,174,722 $29,788,970 (-29.4%) $38,501,280 (-8.7%) $33,897,520 (-19.6%)
*The thirds reads are part of the human readings. The separate entry is presented to show the workload impact on the third reader.

Table 4. Comparison of the current screening pathway and the AI-integrated scenarios by the screening outcomes, workload and cost. For theAI reader replacement scenario, mean values based on 1000 simulations are presented (the standard deviations are presented for thesensitivity and specificity). The AI band-pass scenario does not require simulating the third reader, and the result is entirely based on the realdata. Percentages in the brackets with the plus / minus sign indicate the percentages change compared with the current screening pathway.
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Figure 8. Screening performance for AI integrated scenario thresholds and consensus outcomes. Thecircles represent the human and AI reader operating points. The squares represent the current consensusperformance and the system consensus performance of the AI-integrated scenarios. The mean reader is theweighted average (in sensitivity and specificity) of all the individual radiologists. The AI improved mean readerand consensus (green) are the operating point and resulting system performance of the AI readerreplacement scenario when the operating point was set to improve on the mean reader. The AI improvedsystem reader and consensus (blue) are the operating point and resulting system performance of the AIreader-replacement scenario when the operating point was set to improve the system performance. The AIband-pass recall, no-recall and consensus (purple) are the operating points and resulting threshold when theoperating point thresholds were set to improve the system performance. The human mean reader andconsensus are shown for both the development and test sets. Each operating point consists of a thresholdfor each manufacturer; the AI reader ROC curve (black) summarises the AI reader performance as a singlereader across all possible thresholds.
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Discussion
Wedemonstrated that our AI readerwas a very strong individual reader on a large real-world, retro-
spective cohort of breast cancer screening episodes. The BRAIx AI reader with the improved mean
reader threshold had better sensitivity (+3.77%) and specificity (+0.13%) than the mean radiologist
reader on the testing dataset. When compared individually against radiologists the AI reader had
a higher sensitivity and specificity than 22 of 83 readers and lower sensitivity and specificity than
only four.

We also examined generalisability of the AI reader across a range of cohorts. Significant areas
of deviation were observed in specificity related to first round screening clients and aging com-
pared to current screening performance. First round screening clients had a higher proportion
of breast cancer (1.15% vs 0.88%) and are more challenging for human readers as there are no
prior mammograms. The AI reader had better specificity than individual readers and the consen-
sus system for first round episodes but decreased in performance in subsequent rounds whereas
the radiologists and the system improved their specificity in subsequent rounds. We hypothesise
that radiologists take good advantage of the opportunity to inspect previous screening rounds for
a client, whereas the AI reader in its current form is limited by looking at each episode for a client
in isolation. Thus an opportunity for further improvement for the AI reader is to develop it such
that it can take into account previous episodes for a client when calculating an episode score.

The AI reader showed higher sensitivity on medium and high grade invasive cancers and lower
sensitivity on low and medium grade in situ compared with human readers. This result indicates
that AI can alter the spectrum of disease detected in a positive way, which was a concern raised in
reviews of AI systems in screening programs [13].

Despite the strong performance of our AI reader it remains clear from our study and previously
reported results that AI readers as single readers cannot match the performance of the multiple
reader consensus models used in Australia and other countries with national, population breast
cancer screening programs. The first and second readers, whose function our AI reader was de-
signed to emulate, are required to operate independently at a high specificity (96%). In contrast,
the third readers must be highly sensitive, can view the decisions of the first and second readers,
and the cohort of episodes assessed by the third reader contains a high proportion of cancers. In
the Australian screening program those in the third reader pool are high performing and typically
more experienced readers that also perform many of the first and second reads, but never more
than one read per episode. The performance gap necessitates some human-AI collaboration to
improve screening outcomes.

We used detailed simulations to study three AI-integrated scenarios for the screening pathway:
reader replacement with an AI improved mean reader, reader replacement with an AI improved
system reader and AI band-pass consensus.

In the reader replacement scenario with AI improved mean reader we observed the potentially
counter-intuitive result that, when integrated into the screening pathway, an AI reader that outper-
forms themean radiologist in terms of both sensitivity and specificity does not improve the overall
pathway performance. While the specificity improves from 96.0% to 97.1%, the sensitivity drops
from 79.9% to 77.4%. To understand this observation, we refer to the breakdown of the sensitivity
and specificity contribution by the label outcomes (Table 5, 6). With the replacement of a human
reader by the AI improved mean reader, the numbers of screen-detected cancers identified by the
first reader and the AI reader actually improves from2,488 to 2,660 comparedwith the original first
two readers. However, many of these screen-detected cancers were identified by the third reader
in the original pathway, so overall, there was no improvement. It merely shifted the decisions back
in time. In fact, since the sensitivity of the first reader and the AI reader was inferior to that of the
third reader, the shift of these episodes incurred additional missed screen-detected cancers, and
this deficiency reduced the overall sensitivity.

In terms of interval cancers, the first reader and the AI reader made a marginal improvement
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of 42 - 26 = 16 additional detection, and the shift of the screen-detected cancers allowed the third
reader to see more interval cancers, also resulting in more detection of interval cancers. However,
aggregating the gains and losses, the overall sensitivity did not improve. The reason behind this
result is that the AI reader with the improved mean reader threshold had high specificity and rec-
ommended recall insufficiently frequently, such that some screen-detected cancers ended up in
immediate no-recall. On the flip side, the high specificity results in not recallingmany of the benign
and NSA episodes, from 33 to 2,726 and 50 to 3,551 respectively, explained the boost in the overall
specificity.

For the reader replacement scenario with the AI improved system reader the AI reader oper-
ated at a high sensitivity and thus the system sensitivity improved from 79.9% to 82.6% and the
specificity improved from 96.0% to 96.1%. The differences from the AI improvedmean reader case
were that the misses of the screen-detected cancers (by both the first reader and the AI reader
as no-recall-and-no-recall) in the AI improved mean reader case were now corrected (as no-recall-
and-recall) and sent to the third reader for arbitration. In exchange, the high sensitivity alsomoved
some of the correctly identified screen-detected cancers by the third reader back to the first reader
and the AI reader (by turning recall-and-no-recall decisions in the AI improved mean reader case
into recall-and-recall decisions in the AI improved system reader case). This subtle exchange of
episodes lead to an “improved” detection of screen-detected cancer by the first reader and the AI
reader from 2,488 to 2,963 without incurring many misses overall.

With the small loss in screen-detected cancers and the marginal gain of 68-26=42 detection
of interval cancers, the real gain of the optimised AI-integrated scenario (using the AI improved
system reader) came from the third reader having more access to the interval cancers as the AI
reader had been highly sensitive and missed fewer interval cancers. Under the assumption that
the simulated third reader performs at the same level as the retrospective performance of the third
human reader (at about 30% success rate of identifying interval cancer), there would be a gain of
170-34=136 additional detections of interval cancer. These detected interval cancers translated
into the gain in sensitivity.

The higher sensitivity of the optimised AI reader came at a trade-off of lower specificity. There-
fore, the numbers of benign and NSA identified reduced, and there was a significant increase of
disagreement with the first reader, causing a large increase of third readings. Yet, the number of
identified benign and NSA episodes remained sizeable and the savings of reads by the AI reader
was so significant that the overall specificity and cost were still better than the original screening
pathway. In summary, if an AI reader is as good as a competent human reader but cheaper, then
there is scope for human readers to (co)operate productively with the AI reader within the consen-
sus screening model by allowing for higher-recall operating points for the AI reader.

Finally, for the band-pass AI-integrated scenario, we saw from the simulations that it can be
an attractive alternative to the replacement scenario, as it also achieved better sensitivity (from
79.9% to 80.6%) and specificity (from 96.0% to 96.2%) than the original screening pathway, with
twice the cost savings of the reader replacement with AI improved system reader scenario. Its key
drawback, however, may be that in the band-pass scenario the AI reader can decide on episode
outcomes without any human intervention (335,371 episodes = 332,122 non-cancer episodes +
3,249 cancer episodes). In contrast, in the reader replacement scenarios, humans are in charge
with AI-in-the-loop. Retaining human oversight in the assessment of all images from all episodes
may be necessary in clinical implementation of AI readers to allay consumer concerns about giving
AI too much decision-making autonomy. Keeping a human in charge throughout the screening
pathway also mitigates the operational risk that the AI reader’s performance drifts or deteriorates
over time or it malfunctions, which may be impossible to discover until a later time.

The design of the consensus reader systems dictates that in the reader replacement scenario,
even if an AI reader were to be perfect, it does not necessarily lead to system-wide improvement,
because its decisions need to be combined with the other human reader for a collective decision.
This effect leads to the important point that for AI-integrated scenarios, instead of optimising the
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AI reader to outperform human readers as an individual reader, we should optimise the human-AI
collaboration.

As every episode needs to be decided upon, optimising human-AI collaboration is about letting
each reader do what they do best. The AI reader threshold can be set to optimise the system
performance by either:

• establishing higher sensitivity than the human reader to improve cancer detection, or
• establishing higher specificity than the human reader to reduce false recalls to assessment.

In our reader replacement scenario the optimised AI reader threshold established higher sensitiv-
ity accepting some greater level of “third reads” which can be accommodated because of the saving
of human reading without a second reader. This approach enabled fewer missed cancers with a
lower level of human reading workload. In our AI-integrated band-pass scenario, we were able to
establish a high sensitivity threshold to autonomously recall, and a low specificity threshold to au-
tonomously clear, resulting in a model that was able to improve the sensitivity and specificity, with
lower false recall and significant reading savings because of a proportion of autonomous reading.

As a curious remark, if the AI reader achieved 100% sensitivity and specificity, there would be
no gain from using a multi-reader consensus system. In fact, there would be harm since human
readers do make mistakes. Somewhere between the current AI performance and the perfect AI
performance, there is a point beyond which it would be better to replace the two-reader consen-
sus system (with AI replacing the second reader) entirely with the AI reader alone. Under some
mathematical assumptions, the “super-human” performance point works out to be a true positive
rate of 0.972 and true negative rate of 0.967. This is the (TPR, TNR) point beyond which including
human readers in the system would be unfavourable to the clinical outcomes. Interested readers
may find the full details of the mathematical model of the three-reader system in Supplementary
Methods.

In considering the limitations of our study we emphasise that the reader replacement result
relies on the assumption that the simulated third reader continues to performat the level observed
in our retrospective dataset when the human reader is replaced by the AI reader. The retrospective
performance, that is the rate of correct identification, of the human reader at the third position is
99.93% for normal episodes, 100% for screen-detected cancer, 0% for interval cancer, and 0% for
both benign and NSA episodes. These aggregate to 95.9% accuracy for cancers and 55.4% for
non-cancers. An appropriately-controlled prospective study would be required to examine that
the third reader performance is maintained at the current level in an implemented AI-integrated
screening program.

Another limitation of this study is that here, as in any retrospective study, we can study how AI
performs on human reads, but not the effects of AI on human performance. Prospective studies
are required to examine the impact of integration of an AI reader on human behaviour.

Our desire to have a large, representative two-year testing set while retaining as much train-
ing data as possible necessitated that some clients have earlier screening rounds appearing in the
training set and subsequent screening rounds in the testing set. Potential bias from this charac-
teristic of the dataset also poses a challenge for human readers. Our strong external validation
results and previous internal testing did not indicate any significant issues. Nevertheless, further
study is warranted to assess any potential impacts as repeated screening episodes from the same
client are a feature of any population screening dataset.

To conclude, we have presented a new AI reader for the detection of breast cancer from mam-
mograms in population screening settings. Our AI reader was trained on a large cohort of screen-
ing episodes from Victoria, Australia. The AI reader showed strong performance on our testing set
of 509,109 sequential episodes from 2017 and 2018, comparing favourably to the mean and indi-
vidual radiologist performance. Our AI reader generalised well across different groupings of the
testing data and achieved state of the art performance on external benchmarking datasets. We
conducted retrospective simulation studies to investigate human-AI collaboration in AI-integrated
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screening pathways. Our results showed that human-AI collaboration in a population breast can-
cer screening program, both with reader-replacement and band-pass AI integration, could achieve
improved sensitivity and specificity than current consensus reader programs, while lowering hu-
man reader workload and reducing overall costs.
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Current screening pathway Decided by reader 1 & 2 Decided by reader 3
Screen-detected

cancer
Interval
cancer

Screen-detected
cancer

Interval
cancer

Classified correctly 2488 26 1159 34
Total 2492 875 1159 116

Decided by reader 1 & 2 Decided by reader 3
Normal Benign NSA Normal Benign NSA

Classified correctly 466722 33 50 17608 0 0
Total 466947 3557 1924 17619 6793 7627

Sensitivity = 79.9% = ((2488 + 26) + (1159 + 34)) ∕ ((2492 + 875) + (1159 + 116))
Specificity = 96.0% = ((466722 + 33 + 50) + (17608 + 0 + 0)) ∕ ((466947 + 3557 + 1924) + (17619 + 6793 + 7627))

Reader replacement Decided by reader 1 & AI reader Decided by simulated reader 3
(AI improved mean reader) Screen-detected

cancer
Interval
cancer

Screen-detected
cancer

Interval
cancer

Classified correctly 2660 42 814 79
Total 2838 743 814 249

Decided by reader 1 & AI reader Decided by simulated reader 3
Normal Benign NSA Normal Benign NSA

Classified correctly 458871 2726 3551 24800 0 0
Total 459749 4548 4169 24817 5801 5382

Sensitivity = 77.4% = ((2660 + 42) + (814 + 79)) ∕ ((2838 + 743) + (814 + 249))
Specificity = 97.1% = ((458871 + 2726 + 3551) + (24800 + 0 + 0)) ∕ ((459749 + 4548 + 4169) + (24817 + 5801 + 5382))

Reader replacement Decided by reader 1 & AI reader Decided by simulated reader 3
(AI improved system reader) Screen-detected

cancer
Interval
cancer

Screen-detected
cancer

Interval
cancer

Classified correctly 2963 68 634 170
Total 3017 456 634 535

Decided by reader 1 & AI reader Decided by simulated reader 3
Normal Benign NSA Normal Benign NSA

Classified correctly 371421 1478 2382 109577 0 0
Total 374914 5822 4815 109652 4528 4736

Sensitivity = 82.6% = ((2963 + 68) + (634 + 170)) ∕ ((3018 + 456) + (634 + 535))
Specificity = 96.1% = ((371421 + 1478 + 2382) + (109577 + 0 + 0)) ∕ ((374914 + 5822 + 4815) + (109652 + 4528 + 4736))

Table 5. Sensitivity and specificity breakdown of the current screening pathway and the reader-replacement scenario with the AI improvedmean reader and the AI improved system reader. Numbers are in episodes.
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Band-pass Decided by AI reader Decided by reader 1 & 2 Decided by reader 3
(AI band-pass reader) Screen-detected

cancer
Interval
cancer

Screen-detected
cancer

Interval
cancer

Screen-detected
cancer

Interval
cancer

Classified correctly 2713 147 380 13 468 20
Total 2800 449 383 473 468 69

Decided by AI reader Decided by reader 1 & 2 Decided by reader 3
Normal Benign NSA Normal Benign NSA Normal Benign NSA

Classified correctly 317116 2868 4335 152612 20 26 8571 0 0
Total 323268 4196 4658 152722 2113 1096 8576 4041 3797

Sensitivity = 80.6% = ((2713 + 147) + (380 + 13) + (468 + 20)) ∕ ((2800 + 449) + (383 + 473) + (468 + 69))

Specificity = 96.2% =
((317116 + 2868 + 4335) + (152612 + 20 + 26) + (8571 + 0 + 0))

((323268 + 4196 + 4658) + (152722 + 2113 + 1096) + (8576 + 4041 + 3797))
Table 6. Sensitivity and specificity breakdown of the band-pass scenario with the AI band-pass reader. Numbers are in episodes.
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